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Abstract---The political and legal ideology of Russian conservatism becomes more and more popular in modern conditions. This scientific work is devoted to the study of the political and legal positions of Russian conservatives in the second half of the 19th century, who made a significant impact on the development of legal science. The problem of judiciary development is taken as a basis. The purpose of the study is to analyze the positions of Russian scholars and public and political figures who proposed a special concept of views regarding the place and role of the judiciary in the state mechanism of the Russian Empire during the second half of the 19th century. The hypothesis of the study is the presentation of a special approach to the consideration of conservative ideology in relation to the creation and organizational activity of the judicial system through the prism of national problems that developed in the Russian Empire during the second half of the 19th century. The methodological basis of the study
is made up of general scientific, private, as well as special methods of cognition.
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**Introduction**

Traditionally, the conservative trend in state and legal science was the broadest and most authoritative in the Russian Empire. The second half of the 19th century was no exception in this respect. Such well-known lawyers as M.N. Katkov, K.P. Pobedonostsev, L.A. Tikhomirov, N.Ya. Danilevsky, K.N. Leontiev and others were adhered to conservative legal views. It should be noted that the conservatives took an active part in the development of counter-reforms initiated by Alexander III. K.P. Pobedonostsev and M.N. Katkov influenced a lot on the change of the state ideological course and the formation of new views at the level of the supreme government (Jost, 2017; Dollinger, 2007).

Developing for a long time, with the exception of the end of the 20th century, the views on the development of the judiciary and the way of organizing it in Russia were largely based on the conservative legal doctrine, which was considered more influential. In this case, one should not equate the development of legal science and legislation. Despite the fact that these two phenomena of social life are closely interrelated, in fact, they developed in opposite directions during separate stages of state development. An active perception of liberal legal positions on the development of the judicial system and legal proceedings, characteristic of legislation and, to a certain extent, legal science in Russia at the end of the 20th century, at the same time became the basis for analyzing the concept of state structure in general and the role of the judicial system in particular (Salihu & Gholami, 2018; Grajzl & Silwal, 2020; Basabe-Serrano, 2014; Machura et al., 2014).

At the same time, the positions characteristic of the so-called "protective" ideology, which were justified at the end of the 19th century precisely, are encountered more and more often. This situation develops the interest in the stated problems. In our opinion, the significance of the topic is in the discussion of some of the most interesting positions of Russian scholars and public figures of the second half of the 19th century, based on which it is possible to consider possible regulatory changes in current realities. The purpose of the study is to analyze and compare the positions of Russian scholars and statesmen of a conservative legal orientation on the problems related to determination of the judiciary power significance, and the criteria for the independence of the judiciary power, etc. The hypothesis of the study is the presentation of a special approach to the consideration of conservative ideology in relation to the construction and organizational activity of the judicial system through the prism of national problems that developed in the Russian Empire during the second half of the 19th century (Johnston & Ollerenshaw, 2020; Becker, 2020).
Methodology

The methodological basis of the study was formed by the dialectical-materialist method, which presupposes, in the process of cognition, an appeal primarily to the phenomena of the material, objectively existing world. An important component of the scientific work methodology was the use of the systemic method, since the diversity of the considered doctrines, political programs and the comparison of conclusions regarding the subject of the study is possible only under the conditions of a comprehensive analysis, combining certain positions that make up ideological currents into a single set. The views of legal scholars were not formed in isolation. They were determined by a mass of social, cultural, and in some cases economic factors. Thus, the use of the systemic method of scientific knowledge allows us to ensure the perception integrity of the corresponding approaches (Cusatelli & Giacalone, 2014; Bjerk, 2008).

Besides, the method of historicism was used as a methodological guideline, which made it possible to study the dynamics of relations, the transformation of views on the development of the judicial system, its structure, organization order, and the general principles of legal proceedings. The history of any teaching development is a long process, where each subsequent event is inextricably linked with the chain of previous ones. Their combination into a single complex can reveal the development trends of a social phenomenon. Along with the method of historicism, other types of cognition, derived from it, were used, in particular, the historical-chronological method, the historical-system method, the historical-typological method, the specific-historical method, etc (Yamshanov et al., 2015; Elishakoff, 2021).

In the course of the work, the historical-comparative method was used, which makes it possible to study the essence of the subject of research on the basis of comparison and juxtaposition of similar objects and social ties. Taking into account the legal nature of the study, its purpose and objectives, the author used the formal-logical method, the method of comparative jurisprudence, the formal-legal method, the system-structural method, the technical-legal method, etc. In addition to the mentioned above, the author used the philosophical method, the analytical method, the method of logical analysis and synthesis, induction and deduction, the method of abstraction and ascent from the abstract to the specific (de Sarabia et al., 2000; Salzberger, 1993).

The study of problems arising in the field of administration of justice is given a lot of attention today. Thus, Habeeb Abdulrauf Salihu, Hossein Gholami studied public perception of the justice apparatus in Nigeria at the present stage, Santiago Basabe-Serrano examined the main determinants of internal judicial independence in Latin America. The issue of trust in the courts was studied by Stefan Machura, Thomas Love, Adam Dwight. Diversity as the problem of judicial activity was analyzed by Peter Grajzl, and Shikha Silwal (Grant et al., 2017; Garnov et al., 2021).
Discussion and Results

The conservative trend in state law had a very significant impact on the reforms carried out in the Russian Empire during the 1880-1890-ies of the XIX-th century. Moreover, this period is often considered to be a kind of negative phenomenon associated with the strengthening of totalitarian tendencies in the development of Russian society. Meanwhile, such a narrow view of the state structure cannot be recognized as correct, since in the context of the transformation of liberal ideas into a justification for terrorist activities and a means of undermining the legally formed regime, it was necessary to take measures to preserve law and order in the country. This task was solved, among other things, by changing approaches to the concept of the judiciary power independence on the basis of an ideological platform formed by conservative Russian scholars and publicists. To substantiate the above conclusions, it is necessary to dwell in more detail on the study of the positions of the most influential conservative scientists and public figures during the second half of the 19th century (Wong, 2021; Suryasa, 2019).

Konstantin Petrovich Pobedonostsev

K.P. Pobedonostsev did not deny that the courts are specific bodies in the system of state power which were essential for the development of law and order and, in general, are capable of influencing public processes, the people’s perception of the head of state, who should head the judicial system. Moreover, the autocrat, defining the goals of management, the direction of his reforms, thereby extends his tasks to the bodies of subordinate management, to which the courts belong, even if these tasks are not fixed by the law. The courts carry out their procedural activities on behalf of the supreme authority. According to K.P. Pobedonostsev, the separation of judicial powers from the sphere of supreme government took place during the reign of Peter I, when the traditional approaches were destroyed. These approaches consisted in almost complete absorption of judicial power by the emperor.

K.P. Pobedonostsev expressed the position that the independence of the judiciary power, proclaimed in the Judicial Charters of 1864, should not be taken literally. Indeed, no one doubts the fact that only the independence of the judiciary can contribute to a more objective and high-quality consideration of cases. At the same time, the independence of the judiciary cannot be recognized as absolute in the sense that the supreme power on behalf of the emperor has the powers related to control over the activities of the courts, the establishment of the judicial system and the rules of legal proceedings (Pobedonoscev, 1923). However, the above circumstances are not capable of calling into question the independence of the courts in relation to other bodies and persons vested with power, and in this context the principle of the judiciary power independence, proclaimed by Alexander II, is implemented (Kebaituli, 2021; Nasution et al., 2021).

Meanwhile, in fact, according to K.P. Pobedonostsev, the idea of limited independence of the judiciary power was implemented on a different scale and essentially as a result of ill-considered transformations which increased the tension in relations between the supreme and the judiciary power, which
consisted in the absence of a single governing center, in the destruction of the historically established order of court subordination (Pis’ma Pobedonosceva k Aleksandru). K.P. Pobedonostsev, holding the post of chief prosecutor, saw one of his main tasks to assist the new emperor in transforming the judicial system in the context of a conservative legal ideology. In this regard, in 1885, the statesman prepared a report to the head of state “On the need for judicial reforms”, in which he outlined the main idea and principles of new changes in the judicial system.

In particular, the lawyer drew attention to the fact that after the judicial reform of 1864, the connection between the courts and other bodies of state power was lost. To overcome this problem, K.P. Pobedonostsev proposed, first of all, to introduce the courts into state institutions subordinate to the monarch, which was necessary in connection with the loss of their true status due to the declaration of the judiciary power independence. Thus, according to K.P. Pobedonostsev, the independence of any state structure from the supreme power was completely ruled out, since otherwise a non-systemic power structure would appear, the order of interaction between government departments was violated. It is significant that the lawyer uses the term “imaginary independence”. Apparently, he believed that it was a priori impossible to implement fully the principle of absolute independence of the judiciary power fixed in the law. Any government agency must be a part of the system. According to K.P. Pobedonostsev, if opposition activities directed against the state power receive protection in court, this will lead to confrontation within society and threaten the integrity of public power.

Lev Alexandrovich Tikhomirov

From L.A. Tikhomirov’s point of view, there is no reason to doubt the objectivity and impartiality of the monarch in the exercise of judicial powers, because the imperial prerogative to act according to conscience is completely unavoidable in monarchical states. The teachings by L.A. Tikhomirov also allowed the division of powers depending on the subject specialization, however, all branches of government are united under the leadership of the supreme power, which is single and indivisible. Thus, the judicial branch of government has the right to exist, as well as it has some administrative isolation from other branches of government and state structures, which makes it possible to speak of its relative independence. At the same time, it cannot receive absolute independence due to the fact that the general management of any department with the powers of authority is carried out by the monarch (Tikhomirov, 1998).

In this context, L.A. Tikhomirov noted that, despite the significant development of state law science, scholars often do not take into account the division of supreme and subordinate power and the monarch is attributed those powers that are completely not inherent in his status. Thus, L.A. Tikhomirov denied the possibility of absolute independence of the judiciary power in monarchical countries. At the same time, he admitted the complete independence of the courts in democratic states, referring to the fact that such a regime already exists in certain European countries. L.A. Tikhomirov did not admit the possibility of creating a governing mechanism that would unite the democratic republican regimes of Europe and the monarchical statehood that existed in the Russian Empire.
The attempts by I.K. Bluntschly to substantiate the idea of a "modern state" based on the convergence of the monarchy principles and the democratic republic were called by Tikhomirov as amazing, fantastic and absurd. In the Russian Empire, almost the same ideas were expressed by B.N. Chicherin. In this regard, L.A. Tikhomirov dwelt on the consideration of his ideas, establishing contradictions in the scholar's approaches regarding the interaction of the supreme power and the bodies of subordinate government. Justifying this position, L.A. Tikhomirov referred to B.N. Chicherin and his definition of the supreme power as a single, permanent, continuous, sovereign, sacred, inviolable and irresponsible administrative force. A. Tikhomirov agreed with the idea that the emperor should not obey the court in any form, no matter who acts as a judge, since the monarch is "the supreme judge of all law." The limitation of the supreme power can only be moral, but not legal.

According to L.A. Tikhomirov, the theoretical proposals of some liberals are untenable as they stated the supreme power unity as a set of bodies. Without denying the possibility of collegial possession of the supreme power, the lawyer argued that in this case the departments should function according to the same principles and have a common interest. At the same time, when it comes to the existence of independent branches of government, the system of checks and balances, it is impossible to talk about the unity of the state mechanism, the unity of the supreme power, also due to the fact that each of the departments has its own interest.

**Mikhail Nikiforovich Katkov**

Other conservative legal scholars also criticized the independence of the judiciary power. One of these scholars was M.N. Katkov. Commenting on the above principle of the judicial system organization, he argued that the judiciary power should really be independent (MN, 2009). The supreme power on behalf of the monarch was called upon to ensure the coordination of all branches of government and administrative bodies as a whole, who can realize this task only in conditions of domination over other departments, which allows to establish proper control and maintain constructive relationships in the exercise of powers inherent in public power.

Thus, the independence of any branch of government, including judicial, was absolutely excluded, since a different approach was capable of influencing the confrontation between the power structures, which would significantly complicate the possibility of solving the tasks assigned to them. The legal scholar criticized the new procedural institution of jurors, expressing the position that Russian society is not ready to use this mechanism effectively for the benefit of the state rule of law. M.N. Katkov is called one of the main ideologists and inspirers of the reform activities by Alexander III in the field of organizing the judiciary power and administering justice.

Returning to the analysis of the shortcomings of the judicial reform of 1864, it should be noted that the publicist named a high level of publicity of trials, proposing to limit it reasonably for the administration of justice, and avoid setting unnecessary goals (Katkov, 1905). M.N. Katkov called the existence of a strong...
state power, projected, among other things, on the judiciary, as well as the establishment of a rule of law as the main criteria ensuring a high level of protection of citizen rights and freedoms. In this sense, the procedure for administering justice itself was only of a secondary nature, since things of a more abstract and higher level acted as guarantees for the implementation of the right to judicial protection.

M.N. Katkov adhered to the traditional view that the judiciary is the highest form of protection of legal rights and interests. For this reason, the format of the administration of justice was of great importance, i.e., the use of certain principles, and mechanisms that allow to promote properly the implementation of the rights established by law (Katkov, 2002). Thus, the conservatives proceeded from the fact that there is no state in which monarchical, aristocratic or democratic principles are embodied in their pure form. In all states, these principles of statehood are interconnected. However, this does not in the least speak about the possibility of the rule of justice over the monarch. In turn, such a statement can be true in relation to any other subject, except for the supreme power bearer.

The conservatives saw the contradictions in the thoughts of lawyers regarding the idea of democracy by the people in the fact that if the exercise of control powers is inherent in the subjects of the supreme power, therefore, it is quite appropriate to assume that the supreme power is in the hands of the subjects, and not in the hands of the state-power structure. Thus, subjects called to serve the state begin to dominate it. The jurists believed that the fashionable political tendencies about freedom as the basis for building a state administrative system were absolutely ill-considered and far from practical realities. Implementation of power separation principle is dictated by the vital necessity and variety of legal relations in need of settlement. Meanwhile, the condition of the primary source of power, of one-man management must remain unshakable in the management process.

Given the nature of a man, he is a subject to various vices and passions. At the power level, his negative impact is leveled by the system of subordination of state institutions. The absence of this necessary condition can give rise to a conflict between the autocrat, on the one hand, and the bodies with public power, on the other. The very possibility of the courts of justice comes from the supreme power. In essence, the emperor delegates part of his powers to a lower level of government in the form of a system of courts created by him. At the same time, the monarch does not distance himself from the performance of functions inherent in the judiciary power, while retaining the status of the supreme judge, i.e., he has the right to participate personally in the administration of justice. However, the powers of the head of state in this area are not limited to this.

**Conclusion**

A proper legal order in the state is possible only within the conditions of strong state power, which is possible only as a result of its consolidation in one center, and not by the delegation of powers inherent exclusively to the monarch to a lower level of the power vertical. This ideological trend is characterized by the denial of the claims that autocracy excludes people's freedom actively spread by
the liberal-minded public in the second half of the 19th century. On the contrary, the conservatives argued that the monarchical form of government is precisely the guarantor of freedom. The ideological platform of "protective" statehood supporters was based on the postulate of the need to form an original legal system, also in the administration of justice. Mechanical copying of progressive Western institutions in the conditions of the Russian reality that has been forming for centuries is not capable of giving identical results.

From the point of view of conservatives, the independence of any branch of government, incl. judicial, was absolutely excluded, since a different approach was capable of influencing the confrontation between the power structures, which would significantly complicate the possibility of solving the tasks assigned to them. The supreme power has the signs of universality and absoluteness, so it must fully concentrate all powers in its hands, being able to delegate them when necessary. The recognition of the independence of the judiciary is intended to challenge this most important principle of the monarchical structure of the state and to call into question the primary source of power as such.
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